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Abstract: The design and manipulation of (multi)functional
materials at the nanoscale holds the promise of fuelling
tomorrow’s major technological advances. In the realm of
macromolecular nanosystems, the incorporation of force-
responsive groups, so called mechanophores, has resulted in
unprecedented access to responsive behaviours and enabled
sophisticated functions of the resulting structures and
advanced materials. Among the diverse force-activated
motifs, the on-demand release or activation of compounds,

such as catalysts, drugs, or monomers for self-healing, are
sought-after since they enable triggering pristine small
molecule function from macromolecular frameworks. Here,
we highlight examples of molecular cargo release systems
from polymer-based architectures in solution by means of
sonochemical activation by ultrasound (ultrasound-induced
mechanochemistry). Important design concepts of these
advanced materials are discussed, as well as their syntheses
and applications.

1. Introduction

The ability to precisely manipulate the smallest particles and to
control the structure and function of nano- and macromolecular
systems using external stimuli has emerged as a promising
strategy for producing reconfigurable or multifunctional devices
and programmable nanomaterials.[1,2] A variety of responsive
systems have been reported using light, pH, temperature,
magnetic fields, and chemical stimuli as triggers, playing
important roles in many applications in different disciplines,
including nanotechnology, biochemistry, medicine, materials
science, polymer science, and engineering.[1] Light, with its high
spatiotemporal and energetic resolution, has established itself
as the most common precision stimulus that, in combination
with embedded photoswitches, allows the reversible control of
complex systems.[3] However, light also suffers from disadvan-
tages, such as low penetration depths into materials and tissues
as well as occasional phototoxicity. In contrast, mechanical force
is a ubiquitous stimulus that carries the stigma of a destructive
disposition. Yet, exciting productive transformations that would
be otherwise impossible have been implemented by chemistry
under mechanical force: mechanochemistry.[4] Because of the
all-embracing general term mechanochemistry that encom-
passes all chemical transformations caused by the action of
force on matter, contemporary mechanochemistry is broad and
diverse.[2a] It is manifested in four principal subfields: tribochem-
istry, trituration, sonochemistry, and polymer
mechanochemistry.[2,5] Here we will mostly cover aspects of
polymer mechanochemistry induced by ultrasound and com-
pression.

The force required to induce a mechanochemical reaction
can be in principle exerted on a bulk material by macroscopic
deformation by grinding, ball-milling, compression or extension,
and shearing. Alternatively, forces can be transduced to
chemical bonds by sonication in solution or at the molecular
scale by using, for example, atomic force microscopy.[2d]

Mechanophores are force-sensitive molecular units with me-
chanically labile bonds that, when incorporated within poly-
mers, undergo chemical transformations at a higher rate than
other components of the polymer when mechanically
stressed.[2n] Since it is not possible to cover all areas where
mechanophores are applied, we selected publications which we
deemed interesting to the general reader and which, according
to our perception, were highly relevant and timely in respect to
our focus on release processes. Excellent review articles cover
other aspects of this exciting field. For example, force-sensitive
functional units with latent optical properties (optical force
probes) can be designed and incorporated into polymer
materials to visualize force-induced events, with the goal of
producing materials with macroscopically observable visual
output, allowing for quick assessment.[2e,r,s] Alongside, several
reviews on force-responsive materials,[2a,d,k,o] pericyclic
reactions,[2f] interlocked structures,[2h] and mechanocatalysis[2n]

are available for the interested reader, which offer interesting
and detailed insights into the respective fields.

It is important to keep in mind that the force experienced
by the mechanophore at the molecular level depends on the
nature of the exerted macroscopic force. In all cases, the
influence of mechanical force on molecular reactivity relies on
the coupling of forces to specific bonds. In polymer mechano-
chemistry, polymer chains are used for this purpose.[2n] For
example, the tension generated by extensional shear flow
induces force accumulation at the centre of the polymer chain,
whereas static tension distributes force evenly along the
polymer. The consequences of an uneven force distribution in
extensional shear lead to a preference for midchain scission in
polymers during exposure to pulsed ultrasound.[2o] Typical
laboratory immersion probe sonicators used for mechanochem-
istry operate at frequencies around 20 kHz. Power intensities
can be high, above 10 W·cm� 2 and generally lead to inertial
cavitation in liquid media. Such high intensities can induce
chemical changes or produce significant effects by direct
sonochemical action.[2j] The growth and subsequent collapse of
cavitation bubbles in solution create a substantial velocity
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gradient along the polymer backbone, leading to non-equiv-
alent force contributions at different polymer chain segments,
with the strain rate having a clear time dependence on the
radius of the imploding bubble.[2m] Forces near the centre of the
polymer chain are sufficient to induce bond scission in
mechanophores after they (partially) stretch and unravel the
coiled polymer (Figure 1). This differential force distribution is
further supported by a lack of mechanophore activation when
the mechanophore is placed at the end of polymer chains.[2m,o]

In principle, two types of bond scission are observed during
sonication. The productive breaking of the mechanophore itself
is described as specific bond scission. Random chain cleavage,
also known as non-specific bond scission, occurs in all polymers
during sonication and generally is a competitive, undesired side
reaction as it is mostly unproductive. As a result, selectivity in

terms of the identity of the cleaved bond can only be achieved
by tailoring the mechanophore to exhibit a higher force-
dependent scission rate than the polymer backbone or other
functional moieties.[6] It is also possible that chains are cleaved
multiple times during a single cavitation event, if the fragments
produced have sufficient contour length at the present strain
rate.[2m] Forces necessary for bond rupture depend on the
nature of the bonds, in addition to the energy requirement for
stretching or structural distortion of the polymer backbone, also
overcoming present intermolecular interactions depending on
the functional groups and the surrounding environment.
Famously weak covalent bonds such as the peroxide O� O bond
have a thermal bond dissociation energy (BDE) of around
35 kcalmol� 1, disulfide bonds (BDE ca. 60 kcalmol� 1), with
coordinate covalent bonds ranging from 36 kcalmol� 1 for
palladium-phosphorus to 61 kcalmol� 1 for silver-carbene coor-
dinative bonds, and BDE ca. 66 kcalmol� 1 for ruthenium-
carbene coordinative bond, which all will be discussed explicitly
in the following. Bonds have been labelled as strong bonds
from a mechanochemical point of view with thermal BDEs
exceeding 72 kcalmol� 1 (C� C and C� N bonds).[2l] Bond lengths
are another important parameter that can be altered by
molecular design to tune the force-reactivity.[7]

2. Mechanoacid Generators

The proton is one of the simplest and most used chemical
species and has a wide variety of applications in polymer
chemistry, including phase transition,[8] controlled polymer
degradation,[9] cross-linking,[10] and ring opening
polymerization.[11] The group of Moore synthesised a cross-
linked polymer containing mechanophore 1 based on a gem-
dichlorocyclopropane (gDCC) motif, which undergoes a mecha-
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Figure 1. Force-induced bond scission occurs at the incorporated mechano-
phore (orange and blue) in a polymer backbone (red). Depending on the
functional groups and the surrounding environment, different levels of
energy are needed for stretching or structural distortion of the polymer
backbone to overcome attractive intermolecular interactions, depicted by
the unwinding of the polymer coil.[2]
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nochemical rearrangement to 2-chloronaphthalene (2), while
formally releasing HCl (Figure 2, a).

The release was triggered by compressing the mechano-
phore in a pellet press (880 to 3520 bar pressure), which
resulted in approximately 20% activation of the mechanophore
as measured by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and a
molecular change was confirmed by confocal Raman spectro-
scopy (appearance of aromatic C=C stretch peaks). The
mechanophore activation also correlated with compressive
loading. To further validate the true release of HCl, Methyl red,
a pH indicator that is orange in MeCN and pink when exposed
to acids, was employed. A noticeable colour change was
observed when a compressed sample of mechanophore 1 was
submerged in the indicator solution.[12] While the latter system
lacked thermal stability, a next generation of mechanogener-
ated acids addressed this by establishing symmetrical oxime
sulfonate groups as a thermally stable mechanophore 3 (Fig-
ure 2, b). Ultrasonication of 3 resulted in a decrease in molar
mass of approximately 50% (Mn=103.2 kDa) of the original
polymer (Mn=189.4 kDa) after 30 min. Successful activation was
further verified by 19F NMR, which showed that the bond
scission occurred at the mechanophore or in close proximity to
it. Upon sonication, the pH value was measured in MeCN/H2O.
The addition of H2O is necessary to induce acid formation from
generated sulfonyloxyl (RSO3

*) or sulfonyl (RSO2
*) radicals. A

steady decrease in the pH could be observed with increasing
sonication time, confirming the liberation of protons in
solution.[13] The acid generation of mechanophore 3 is directly
coupled to bond scission, limiting the generation to one proton
per bond breakage. Craig and co-workers were able to over-
come this issue by utilizing alkoxy-derivatized gDCCs (Figure 2,
c). These show a unique behaviour by releasing HCl when being
thermally activated.[14] This modified gDCC was incorporated

into a multimechanophore architecture with a proportion of
47 mol% of MeO-gDCC by incorporating multiple repeat units
to yield the final polymer 5.[15] After esterifying to give the
terminal dienes with 4-pentenoic anhydride, ring-closing meta-
thesis (RCM) yielded a macrocycle that was reacted again using
ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP). During soni-
cation, a decrease of the Mn to 26 kDa was observed and three
new species (6a, 6b, and 6c) were identified by 1H NMR.
Rhodamine B, a pH indicator, was added to the sonicated
solution to confirm the release of HCl. An activation of MeO-
gDCC of approximately 65% was achieved, which corresponds
to about 0.58 equiv. of HCl per activated bond. UV/Vis
spectroscopy was used to monitor the formation of HCl during
sonication over the course of 4 h, and an increase in the
characteristic absorption spectrum of protonated rhodamine B
was observed. In a demonstration for potential applications, the
mechanoacid 5 and pH indicator rhodamine B were covalently
embedded into a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) network.
When tensile strain was applied to a film thereof, HCl was
released, activating the pH indicator, with the concomitant
colour change occurring at the deformed area of the polymer.
Due to the bimolecular reaction (release and protonation) of
this mechanophore, the colour change was not instantaneous
but evolved over several minutes. The fluorescence of proto-
nated rhodamine can also be observed under 365 nm irradi-
ation. Further, a PDMS cylinder was exposed to global and local
compression, where fluorescence and mechanochromic re-
sponse could be observed.[15] While various types of
photoacids[16] and mechanochromically responsive systems are
already well known,[17] these works are of considerable interest
for potential applications such as self-healing, self-reinforcing,
or other, advanced force-responsive systems.

3. Molecular Release Systems

Boydston and colleagues investigated the release of small
molecules from polymeric scaffolds while keeping the polymer‘s
overall structure intact.[18,19] They designed a sophisticated,
oxanorbornadiene-based mechanophore 7 that, upon compres-
sion in the bulk, releases benzyl furfuryl ether via a retro [4+2]
cycloaddition reaction (Figure 3, a).

The authors hypothesized that the conversion of the alkene
to an alkyne should, in principle, result in a strengthened
polymer backbone.[18] This force-guided linearization (coined
flex activation) of the ene-diester 7 required an activation
energy of 35 kcalmol� 1 as suggested by constrained geometry
simulated external force (CoGEF) computations.[20] The synthes-
ised poly(methyl acrylate) (PMA) network was cross-linked with
mechanophore 6 in different quantities (5 and 14 mol%). For
the mechanochemical activation, each network was com-
pressed for 30 min in a carver press at various pressures (0 to
12000 bar) with a maximum activation of 9.5% observed at
12000 bar. The samples were washed with CH2Cl2 and the
released benzyl furfuryl ether was detected by GC-MS. In
addition, confocal Raman spectroscopy of the network dis-
played a new band at 2250 cm� 1 which was attributed to the

Figure 2. Different approaches for force-induced acid generation. a) gDCC
from indene (1) rearranged to 2-chloronaphthalene (2), while formally
releasing HCl;[12] b) oxime sulfonate mechanophores produce trifluoromethyl
ketone moieties and an acid, which is thought to be an aryl sulfonic acid;[13]

c) alkoxy substituted MeO-gDCCs released either HCl or MeCl, with
0.58 equiv. of HCl released per mechanophore activation and 67 protons
released per chain scission event.[15]
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stretching frequencies of acetylenedicarboxylate. For both
cross-linked networks, a monotonic rise with increasing pres-
sure could be observed for the mechanochemical activation. A
greater release of furan 8b was observed for the cross-linked
network having a higher amount of mechanophore 6, support-
ing a nonthermal mechanism during compression. Furthermore,
the cross-linked network 7 was compressed at 6000 bar for
different lengths of time (1 and 30 min), resulting in an
activation of approximately 3% in both cases, which is in
accordance with the activation mechanism.[18,21] As a result,
Boydston and colleagues elegantly demonstrated that a small
molecule, which is not part of the elongated polymer chain can
be released.

The proposed design was clever, but suffered from the
limited activation achieved after only one compression event
before the required force caused the sample to fail
macroscopically.[18] Boydston and co-workers were able to
overcome this problem by using an elastomer matrix. This
polymeric scaffold was anticipated to be able to recover from
the initial mechanochemical activation and, therefore, could
undergo multiple compression and activation cycles. To achieve
these elastomeric properties, the previous used PMA was
exchanged for a polyurethane (PU) network containing flexible
polyether segments and hard diol-diisocyanate chain extenders,
resulting in enhanced elasticity and strength (Figure 3, b).[22,23]

The mechanochemical activation was tested by exposing
the polymer 10 for one minute to sustained pressure (0 to
3500 bar) in a hydraulic press. GC-MS was used to quantify the
release of benzyl furfuryl ether, and a continuous increase in
activation was observed, reaching a maximum of 6% activation
for the cross-linked polymer with mechanophore 10.[22] In
contrast to the previous reported PMA-network, only 1760 bar
were necessary to achieve 6% activation.[18] To ultimately prove

that multiple compression- and activation cycles are feasible for
mechanophore 10, two samples were compressed at 350 and
880 bar for 1 min. After compression, the sample was folded
and compressed again for 1 min. The method was repeated for
each sample, until the desired number of compressions was
reached. Again, the compressed samples were washed with
CH2Cl2 and the released furan 8b was detected by GC-MS,
proving an iterative increase in the activation of mechanophore
10. While the compression with 880 bar showed a greater
activation of the mechanophore 10 at first, both samples
achieved their maximum activation of 6–7% after approxi-
mately nine consecutive compressions. Boydston and co-work-
ers reasoned that the polymer had softened to the point where
additional activation could not be achieved by applying more
tensile strength.[22] It was assumed that a strain softening effect
of the polymer occurred with each compression. This is often
attributed to force-induced bond breakage in hard domains of
the polymer.[23] To investigate this behaviour, the group com-
pressed the same samples several times before measuring the
flexural modulus. Unlike the previous experiment, the rectan-
gular samples were larger and were not folded after each
compression. It was possible to show that the material softens
faster with higher tensile force (880 bar). After only one
compression, the sample‘s flexural modulus was reduced to
68% of its initial value. In comparison, the sample compressed
at 350 bar retained 86% of its flexural modulus for up to nine
compressions. This behaviour was explained with random bond
scission across the cross-linker or the destruction of the
network’s hard domains.[22,24] The group was able to demon-
strate, in both cases, the flex activation of their mechanophore,
following the release of pre-installed small molecules and bond
strengthening of the polymeric backbone. By modifying the
polymeric network, the problem of macroscopical failure could
be overcome and multiple activation cycles were possible.

In a recent study, Boydston and co-workers were capable of
demonstrating the flex-activation of a mechanophore 11a
which is based on N-heterocyclic carbene-carbodiimide (NHC-
CDI) adducts, which are of great interest due to their diverse
applications, from organometallic chemistry to
organocatalysis.[25,26] Free 1,3-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)imidazol-
ylidene was used to generate mechanophore 11a, which was
incorporated as a cross-linker into a PMA network (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Oxanorbornadiene-based mechanophore 7 embedded in a net-
work formed by polymerization with methyl acrylate. a) Mechanophore
activation led to a cycloelimination of the [4+2] adduct, ultimately releasing
the benzyl furfuryl ether 8b;[18] b) PMA was exchanged for a polyurethane
(PU) network 10 to reduce macroscopic failure.[22]

Figure 4. Carbene release 12a–b from an N-heterocyclic carbene-carbodii-
mide adduct in a PMA network 11a–b.[26]
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Phenyl isothiocyanate (PITC) was then employed as a
trapping agent for the released NHC 12a in the following
compression tests and the resulting NHC-PITC adduct was
quantified by LC-MS. During compression, an activation of
0.41% could be achieved at 7400 bar. With an increasing
number of compressions, a monotonic rise in activation could
again be observed, up to a maximum of 1.06%. This increase in
activation is in contrast to previously reported PMA network
compression, which failed macroscopically due to strain soften-
ing. The addition of liquid PITC to the PMA network was
thought to plasticize the polymer and thus improve its
durability. To demonstrate the adaptability of employed NHCs,
NHC-CDIs based on 1,3-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)imidazolidin-
2-ylidene (SIPr) were incorporated into the PMA network 11b
and 0.4% of the mechanophore was activated after compres-
sion at 7400 bar for 10 minutes.[26] The approach of flex
activation was also used by the group of Kilian and co-workers,
who incorporated oxanorbornadiene 6 into a double network
hydrogel consisting of two interpenetrated networks. A flexible
network with reversible bonds supports one brittle network
that contains the mechanophore. When this combined network
is stressed, the mechanophore in the densely crosslinked
network breaks and releases furfuryl 8b, whereas the flexible
network keeps the material intact. Compression tests showed
that a cargo release of 20% at 10 bar could be achieved. The
force needed for this activation is significantly lower in contrast
to the previous reported results and was attributed to the
aqueous environment as well as the elastic interpenetrated
networks.[27]

In recent years, a variety of mechanophores capable of
visualizing stress or damage in polymeric scaffolds have been
developed.[28] Especially noteworthy mechanophore used for
this application are spiropyrans (SP) implemented by Sottos
group and Moore group.[29–31] Craig and co-workers further
investigated if a stress responsive molecule could be incorpo-
rated into a PDMS network to release small molecule cargo.
Based on the previously discussed “flex activation”[18,22] a
phenyltriazolinedione-anthracene adduct[32] 14 was chosen as
the mechanophore and embedded into PDMS. Mechanochem-
ical activation led to a force-induced planarization of the
fluorescent anthracene 16 while simultaneously releasing
phenyltriazolinedone 15 in a retro-Diels-Alder reaction (Fig-
ure 5).

Since these adducts were less reactive than anticipated,
elevated temperatures were needed for the mechanochemical
activation. The reactivity was compared depending on the
temperature necessary to evaluate the release. Therefore, two
films, one kept unstrained and one kept under 175% strain,
were exposed to increasing heat. Under strain tension, an
activation of approximately 1% at 125 °C could be observed
spectroscopically, with increasing activation at higher temper-
atures. After relaxation and cooling, the anthracene mechano-
phore system 16 underwent shape recovery as described for
the SP-mechanophore.[33] Otsuka’s group reported the release
of the small fluorescent molecule, fluorenone 18, using a novel
organic peroxide mechanophore 17. Therefore, a bis(9-meth-
ylphenyl-9-fluorenyl) peroxide unit was incorporated into differ-
ent polymeric networks. Upon mechanochemical activation,
bond scission occurred at the peroxide moiety, which disso-
ciates into highly reactive oxygen-centred radicals. These
radicals can further undergo β-scission, resulting in a carbon-
centred radical and fluorenone 18. Otsuka and co-workers were
able to perform the mechanochemical release of 9-fluorenone
via grinding and compression, allowing for potential application
when designing stress-responsive materials (Figure 6).[34]

Robb’s group introduced another mechanophore platform
for small molecule cargo release, based on the concept of
mechanical gating, in which a mechanophore initially prevents
the reaction of another “masked” functionality.[35–38] The intro-
duced furan-maleimide Diels-Alder adduct 19a–b was soni-
cated to initiate a cascade reaction, which resulted in a retro
Diels-Alder reaction that revealed maleimide 20 and a meta-
stable furfuryl carbonate 21a–b. This carbonate decomposes in
polar protic media, releasing carbon dioxide and coumarin as
the cargo load (Figure 7).

The substitution of the furfuryl-adduct plays a vital role for
cargo release. An unsubstituted furfuryl model compound
based on 21a had a decomposition time half-life in MeCN/
MeOH of several weeks, whereas substitution with an α-methyl
group (intermediate 21b) decreased the half-life significantly to
t1/2=79 min. For the mechanochemical activation, the polymer
21b was sonicated (1 s on/2 s off, 20 kHz, 8.2 W·cm� 2) for
approximately 3 h. The release of the photoluminescent
coumarin 22a was monitored by fluorescence spectroscopy
and the decrease in molar mass was measured by GPC. A steady

Figure 5. In a PDMS network (red), the Diels-Alder adduct of anthracene and
phenyltriazolinedione was used as a cross-linker. Tension accelerated the
flex-activated retro Diels-Alder reaction, resulting in dienophile release
accompanied by turn-on of the anthracene fluorescence.[33]

Figure 6. Organic peroxide mechanophores can be incorporated into a
polymer network to release fluorescent 18 and have potential for application
in designing stress-responsive materials.[34]
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decrease in Mn could be observed during sonication over a
period of 150 min, whereupon a successful release of 64% of
hydroxycoumarin 22a was detected. A maximum release value
of 87% was calculated by fitting the data to a first-order rate
expression. The reduced efficiency was attributed to non-
specific bond scission during sonication.[36] The promising
concept of a gated mechanophore platform makes it possible
to independently control and tune the properties of the
mechanophore and the masked derivative.

Mechanophore 19 is an excellent example of a gated
mechanical system, but it lacks the ability to release a diverse
range of cargo since it is limited to phenolic compounds and
due to its relatively slow decomposition time of approximately
1 h. As an example, the substitution of hydroxycoumarin
through a primary alcohol would already increase the half-time
of the release to 4 d, making mechanophore 19 impracticable
for applications. DFT calculations of different substitution
patterns suggested that a combination of an α-methyl group
and an electron donating phenoxy group at the 3-position of
the furan ring would decrease the activation energy for the
decomposition significantly. Whereas the previous model
mechanophore based on 19b had an activation energy of
22.0 kcal ·mol� 1, the optimized substitution pattern for the
mechanophore would lead to a decrease to 18.3 kcal ·mol� 1 for
carbonate compounds and to 23.8 kcal ·mol� 1 for the carba-
mates. These calculations suggested even the release of amine-
derived compounds would be achieved on a reasonable time
scale. The effect of substitution was tested with different
hydroxy- and aminocoumarin compounds, as seen in Figure 8.

Cargo release was monitored using photoluminescence
spectroscopy for coumarin. As expected, the decomposition of

carbonate mechanophores is faster than that of the correspond-
ing carbamates, and a higher substitution pattern led to a faster
release for both cargo types. It is worth noting that the release
of hydroxycoumarin was instantaneous for carbonates 23a and
b. For the carbamates, the half-life time from 19b could be
decreased from 240 d to 41 min (23b). To demonstrate the
broad molecular scope of feasible cargo molecules, the group
incorporated further functional groups depicted in Figure 7, b.
The triggered cargo release for these mechanophores was
achieved in reasonable time. Robb and co-workers imple-
mented a new gated mechanical system which, upon sonica-
tion, is capable of releasing diverse cargo with high yields and
fast rates.[37,38]

The groups of Herrmann and Göstl reported the release of
furan containing small-molecule drugs through sonochemical
activation. Therefore, they utilized polymers with mechano-
chemically latent central disulfide bonds. Upon ultrasonication,
bond scission occurs at the S� S moiety, generating thiyl radicals
followed by protonation by H2O, ultimately leading to a thiol
functionality. In a cascade-like reaction, the thiol 26 undergoes
a Michael-type addition with oxanorbornadiene 27 to finally
release the small molecule drug 28a–c in a retro Diels-Alder
reaction (Figure 9, a).[39] In a proof-of-concept experiment, the
researchers used thiol 29 in the presence of DIPEA to produce
furan-dansyl 28a (Figure 9, b), which was analysed using 1H
NMR, UV/Vis, and fluorescence spectroscopy. An excess of PEG-
SH in relation to the oxanorbornadiene adduct 28a had to be
used to achieve a cargo release of 95% after 72 h. In situ and ex
situ studies confirmed the mechanochemical release of furan-
dansyl 28a during ultrasonication.

With these results, the mechanochemical activation of
pharmacologically relevant drugs, like intrinsically furan-bearing
furosemide and furylated doxorubicin (DOX), was investigated.
Sonication of the disulfide-centred polymer 25 was conducted

Figure 7. Furan-maleimide Diels-Alder adducts are potent mechanophores
for cargo release. a) Fluorogenic coumarin was released after a cascade
reaction, allowing for tracking of the reaction progress by using fluorescence
spectroscopy in addition to commonly employed NMR spectroscopy;[36] b) a
wide range of cargo scope, such as alcohol, alkylamine, arylamine, carboxylic
acid, and sulfonic acid.[37]

Figure 8. Substituent effects on the reactivity of 2-furylcarbinol derivatives.
Corresponding activation energies for fragmentation of the α-C� O bond
calculated at the M06-2X/6-311+G** level of density functional theory.[37]

Reproduced from Ref. [37] with permission. Copyright 2021, American
Chemical Society.
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in the presence of the furosemide adduct 27a and DIPEA for
75 min. Subsequent analysis revealed the release of 28a by 1H
NMR and UPLC-MS. The furan-bearing drug 28a is a diuretic
medication used in the treatment of chronic cardiovascular,
pulmonary, and kidney diseases.[40] High dose therapy with the
medicament can lead to diuresis, ultimately resulting in
dehydration, hypotension, or vascular clot formation.[41] There-
fore, control over the release of furosemide 28a is desirable.

Whereas the previous released example was a furan-
containing drug, the groups of Herrmann and Göstl considered
if the scope could be further expanded to overcome the
dependency on the intrinsic furan functionality. Doxorubicin
DOX, which was chosen for this application, is one of the most
used antitumor anthracycline antibiotics in the treatment of a
variety of cancers.[42] Its short half-life and high toxicity make
controlled release desirable. Upon ultrasonication of disulfide-
centred polymer 25 for 90 min and subsequent addition of
Diels-Alder adduct 28c and DIPEA, the release of DOX could be
observed by UPLC-MS. 28c was diluted under tumour-like
conditions for 3 d to release DOX in a sophisticated defurylation
reaction (Figure 9, c).[39]

To further increase the scope of potential drugs for
mechanochemical release and to transition from an intermolec-
ular to a kinetically superior intramolecular release system, Göstl
and Herrmann introduced a variety of carbonate-based linkers
which are in β-position to a disulfide mechanophore (Fig-
ure 10).[43]

The labile disulfide bond was cleaved using ultrasound,
resulting in an intramolecular 5-exo-trig cyclisation to release
the desired cargo. In this study, both the force-induced release
of fluorophore umbelliferone (30d) and camptothecin (30b), an
inhibitor of topoisomerase I and hence an anti-cancer drug,[44]

were achieved by sonicating the polymeric scaffold 29 for 4 h
(20 kHz, ca. 16 W cm� 2). UV/Vis and fluorescence spectroscopy
demonstrated bond cleavage of the disulfide bond and a
release of approximately 80% was calculated for UMB bench-
marking the release efficiency of the system for hydroxy-
bearing drugs. The released drug CPT was then incubated with
HeLa cells, showing a notable increase in cytotoxicity after
sonication compared to the polymer-bound carrier system.

Because of the β-carbonate polymer‘s bifunctional charac-
ter, a fluorophore (30a and 30b) can be released alongside the
drug (30c and 30d), rendering theranostic drug release
possible.[45] Therefore, the groups of Herrmann and Göstl
released N-butyl-4-hydroxy-1,8-naphthalimide (30c) alongside
30b and 30d alongside gemcitabine (30a) by ultrasonication.
Investigation of the diagnostic behaviour of polymer 29 in HeLa
cells suggests that 30c quickly diffuses into the cell after
sonication. The mechanochemical activation was further moni-
tored by MTS proliferation assays. A decrease in cell viability
during ex situ sonication confirmed the successful release of
30b, indicating a correlation between the activation of 30b and
the survival rate of the cell. To demonstrate the versatility of
this method, an exchange of the drug (30b) and the
fluorophore (30c) through 30d and 30a was conducted,
resulting in a release of 55% after 4 h of sonication. As a
nucleoside analogue, 30a replaces cytidine during DNA repli-
cation, which results in cell death.[46] This strategy was then
adapted from hydroxy-bearing cargo molecules to amine-
functionalities, further expanding the drug and fluorophore
scope, although the release of amines from their carbamate
derivatives was considerably slower and occasionally less
efficient after mechanochemical disulfide scission compared to
the carbonate counterparts.[47]

Another approach for drug activation by ultrasound relies
on the binding of cargo to polyaptamer (PAPT) polynucleotides.
While single aptamers (APT) bind cargo efficiently, they cannot
be activated by force due to their comparatively short contour
length. Using the sequence of an aptamer in combination with
rolling circle amplification/transcription (RCA/RCT) allows access

Figure 9. The force-induced intermolecular release of drugs using disulfide
mechanophores. First, the disulfide was cleaved and protonated, after which
the resulting thiol underwent Michael-addition to the oxanorbornene
structure, upon which elimination of the furan-bearing drug proceeded.[39]

Figure 10. The force-induced intramolecular release of drugs from β-
carbonate disulfide mechanophores. The generated thiols underwent intra-
molecular 5-exo-trig cyclisation, releasing the cargo and greatly accelerating
the process compared to intermolecular systems.[43]
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to ultra-high molar mass polynucleotides (millions of base pairs)
that bind multiple cargo molecules along the chain (Figure 11).

As a result, R23 RNA polyaptamers[48] were created for
binding the antibiotics neomycin B or paromomycin.[43] Gel
electrophoresis and agar tests confirmed the strong incorpo-
ration of the antibiotics into the complex. In the following
sonication experiments, a cargo release of approximately 80%
after 30 min could be achieved, which was quantified by
ImageJ. Minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) tests against S.
aureus suggest that antibacterial properties can only be
achieved with pristine neomycin B or the sonicated polyap-
tamers containing neomycin B, but not with the single aptamer
complex.

Polyaptamers can also complex and inhibit the catalytic
activity of enzymes, such as shown for thrombin, which is vital
for secondary hemostasis.[49] Therefore, TBA15 polyaptamers
were produced by RCA which then captured thrombin and
inhibited its activity through the formation of a well-defined
aptamer-protein complex. Ultrasonication for a few minutes
released the thrombin, restoring its catalytic activity. Impor-
tantly, for the first time, the groups of Herrmann, Göstl, and
Kießling demonstrated the use of clinically established low-
intensity focused ultrasound (LIFU) at 5 MHz for six minutes.
This brings clinical application of such drug delivery and release
platforms closer to application.

4. Metallopolymer-Based Systems

4.1. Metal-ion release

The group of Sijbesma investigated whether the release of
metal ions from a mechanophore can be used for applications,
such as reaction catalysis by mechanochemical activation of
latent catalysts.[50–53] In a fundamental work, the researchers
synthesized various silver complexes that are coordinated by
polymer-substituted NHC ligands 31a–b (Figure 12, a). These
were shown to be quite active mechanophores and sonication
in MeCN with H2O (0.1%v/v) resulted in the conversion of the
Ag-NHC complex into the imidazolium salt in 49% yield.

Traces of H2O were necessary to observe scission, since
recoordination of dissociated ligands to the metal needed to be
suppressed. After the addition of CS2 to the wet solvent, the

conversion could be improved to 99%, rendering this system
suitable for targeted metal ion release.[50] However, the role of
CS2 remained unclear. The following works described catalysts
that can be activated by mechanical force generated by
ultrasound. Catalysts based on Ag-NHC complexes, exploiting
the previously described system and complemented by Ru
Grubbs-like catalysts, were investigated that allowed for differ-
ent organic transformations such as transesterification and
olefin metathesis. Transesterification of vinyl acetate and benzyl
alcohol was achieved in a modest conversion of 65% for the
first time by mechanochemical catalyst activation, attributed to
the liberated NHCs during the sonication process and their
catalytic activity for transesterification. While this again demon-
strates the successful metal ion release, the reaction must not
necessarily be metal catalysed, as carbenes are known to
catalyse transesterification as well.[54] The reactions were run
using neat reagents without explicitly adding H2O to suppress
free carbenes, in contrast to the former experiments.[51] To
demonstrate the activation of a metal catalyst by means of a
sonochemical stimulus, Sijbesma and co-workers designed a
polymer-centred, Grubbs-like Ru-catalyst 33a–c (Figure 12, b).
Ru alkylidene complexes are catalysts for ROMP and RCM
reactions. The catalytic activity of these complexes is restrained
through the bis complexation by the NHC polymeric ligands.
During sonication, bond scission occurs at the NHC� Ru bond,
activating the catalytic behaviour of the Ru-benzylidene com-
plex. The RCM of diethyl diallylmalonate with the mechano-
phore 33a–c resulted in a conversion of 14% after 2 h. To
improve the yield, an increase in polymer length to facilitate
scission was envisioned. The significantly higher Mn led to a
conversion of 36% under the same reaction conditions,
suggesting an influence of the polymer length in relation to its
mechanochemical activation. To demonstrate the universality of
this dissociation-induced catalyst, a final ROMP of cyclooctene

Figure 11. Polyaptamers were prepared by an RCT process bearing multiple
cargo binding sites in their backbone. Ultrasonication stretches and frag-
ments the polyaptamers, releasing the drug cargo.[43]

Figure 12. Polymer-substituted NHC ligands 31a–b & 33a–c for reaction
catalysis by mechanochemical activation of latent catalysts. a) Activation of
Ag-NHC complexes 31a–b enabled transesterification reactions catalysed by
free carbenes and Ag+ b) polymer-bound, Grubbs-like Ru-catalysts 33a–c
activated mechanochemically allowed for substrate coordination and
subsequent ring-closing metathesis (RCM) reactions.[51]
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with mechanophore 33c was performed. The increased Mn of
roughly 21 kDa per chain moiety made the mechanochemical
activation efficient and resulted in more scission concomitant
with more active catalyst available. A total conversion of 90%
into polyoctenamer could be observed, though the ÐM of 1.6
was rather high. This is consistent with the group‘s proposed
mechanism since the slow release of the catalytically active
centrum is an ongoing process during sonication, hence
violating the prerequisites of controlled polymerisation (Ri@Rp).

Although the previous paragraphs focused primarily on
metal ion release and its applications and mechanisms, it is
important to introduce Diesendruck and co-workers’ innovative
work, in which intramolecular self-repair of chemical bonds
induced by mechanochemical bond scission was
demonstrated.[55] A polybutadiene polymer was used in combi-
nation with gDCC, which acts as an internal indicator for the
magnitude of bond scission during sonication. When
Rh2Cl2(C2H4)4 is added to a highly diluted polymer solution,
single-chain polymer nanoparticles (SCNPs) 35 are formed, with
the polymer chains interconnected intramolecularly via numer-
ous Rh-π bonds. Several SCNPs were synthesized for sonication
experiments, each with a different amount of RhI complex
added, and thus a different level of intrachain cross-linking
(Figure 13). As anticipated, a decrease in the hydrodynamic
volume was observable with increasing amounts of added RhI.
Sonication of the linear polymer and the slightly cross-linked
polymers (0.5–1%) resulted in an activation of 60% of the gDCC
mechanophores. With an increasing amount of cross-linking,
the gDCC activation could be reduced to 10% due to the
preferred bond scission of the Rh-π complex. Instead of chain
fragmentation, this Rh-π bond breakage resulted in polymer
chain unfolding (36). This mechanochemical unfolding process
was reversible, making it possible to autonomously repair
broken bonds (37). This was demonstrated in sonication experi-
ments with different pulse intervals (1–16 s), showing that a
longer interval time allows the polymer to refold and cross-link.
The activation of gDCC could be reduced by approximately
50%, indicating the significance of the cross-linkage and the
sonication interval time.[55]

4.2. Metallocenes

In recent years, a new class of mechanophores has been
developed, using various metallocene derivatives in main-chain
polymers to undergo bond scission, cumulating in metal ion
release (Figure 14).[2c]

Weder, Fromm, and co-workers reported the first ferrocene
(Fc) PMA-centred 38, synthesized through Cu0-catalyzed con-
trolled radical polymerization yielding a chain with a Mn of
133 kDa.[56] Upon ultrasonication, the group discovered a Mn

decrease of 38 by nearly 50%, which they attributed to a
preferential chain cleavage at the metal centre (Figure 15). In
contrast, the control mechanophore (without Fc) was observed
to have a much lower chain scission rate. To demonstrate
unequivocally that the chain cleavage occurs at the Fc moiety
of 38, KSCN was added to the sonicated solution, resulting in
the formation of a red complex [Fe(SCN)n(H2O)6-n]

(3� n)+ with the
released Fe3+, as confirmed by UV/Vis spectroscopy. Different
control experiments with 1,1’-ferrocendimethanol, a low-molar-
mass polymer, and a monofunctionalized polymer indicated no
release of Fe3+ ions, and therefore no colour change occurred,
confirming that the main chain scission occurred at the Fc itself.
To further increase the amount of released Fe3+, Weder, Fromm,
and co-workers synthesized a PU-based network in a poly-
condensation reaction. This PU contained several Fc mechano-
phores, randomly distributed over the polymer backbone to
ensure that during ultrasonication, multiple Fc entities can be
cleaved. With a higher release of Fe3+ ions from the polyur-
ethane mechanophore, a significantly lower polymer concen-
tration (0.75 mg mL� 1) was needed to detect the formed red

Figure 13. Intramolecular cross-linking by Rh-π bonds led to controlled
unfolding of the polymer under stress in solution, showing that mechanical
stress can be removed from the polymer backbone and successfully
transferred onto the weaker intrachain cross-links. Linear polybutadiene was
functionalized by cycloaddition of dichlorocarbene to the double bonds,
giving gDCC mechanophores in the backbone. Base quantities were tuned
to provide a conversion of 45% with butadiene units remaining unreacted
for subsequent rhodium coordination.[55]

Figure 14. Metallocenes are unique mechanophores undergoing several
intramolecular changes. This depends on the magnitude of force exerted on
the system.[2c]

Figure 15. Fc-containing bifunctional initiator bearing methyl α-bromoisobu-
tyrate was used to prepare 38 and a reference polymer (not depicted) with
Mn of 133 and 119 kDa, respectively, and a narrow ĐM of 1.1. Scission of the
Fc mechanophore in a PMA backbone is at least 10× more favoured than
non-specific cleavage and leads to Fe3+ release.[56]
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thiocyanate complex by UV/Vis spectroscopy, compared to the
PMA mechanophore (2 mgmL� 1).

During sonication, both specific bond scission and random
chain cleavage were observed for PMA and PU. To gain a better
understanding of the reaction kinetics, Weder, Fromm, and co-
workers created a model that distinguishes between specific
and non-specific chain scission. As a result, kinetic equations for
the concentration of polymer chains of various lengths had to
be used. The “population balance equations” approach takes
several factors into account in the event of chain cleavage. For
example, the localization of the mechanophore in the polymer,
the fragment distribution, and kinetic constants which describe
the rate of bond scission of the Fc units. These kinetic constants
(k1 and k2) change over time, since the polymer chains get
shorter with each bond cleavage. For 38 (Fc in PMA) k2=

0.0064 min� 1 defines the non-specific bond cleavage. In con-
trast, k1=0.058 min� 1 describes the event of specific bond
scission at the Fc moiety and is approximately 10× more
probable.[56] Following these results, Tang, Craig, and co-workers
investigated the specific bond cleavage in more detail and
examined whether the reaction occurred in a homolytic or
heterolytic fashion.[57] Therefore, they synthesized several poly-
mers which varied both in length and number of mechano-
phores, using entropy-driven (ED) ROMP. In a first sonication
experiment using 39a, an increase in signals corresponding to
the cyclopentadienyl (Cp) ligand was observed by 1H NMR. It
was hypothesized that the Cp ligand was formed during
sonication from a cyclopentadienyl anion. The addition of
isopropyl alcohol to the solution resulted in a significant
increase in signals corresponding to the ligand, indicating that
the Cp ligand was formed by protonation. This result would
support the assumption that the Cp bond cleavage follows a
heterolytic mechanism where Cp� dissociates from [CpFe]+. For
further investigations, gDCC mechanophores were incorporated
into the polymer, serving as an internal standard to quantify the
mechanical bond strength of Fc (Figure 16). During sonication,
the amount of gDCCs ring-opening per scission cycle, ϕi,
provided information about the relative mechanochemical
bond strength.

When three different polymers were compared, it was
discovered that ϕi of 39b (ϕi=0.22) is noticeably lower than
that of the polybutadiene polymer 40 (ϕi=0.79) and the aryl
ester polymer 41 (ϕi=0.62) both of which lack the Fc moiety.

These results demonstrate the high mechanical activity of the
Fe� Cp interaction in contrast to the carbon-carbon bonds.

If the mechanism of the dissociation was heterolytic, as the
first experiments indicated, the stabilization of the charge
separation of Cp� and [CpFe]+ through an organic salt should
be detectable. As anticipated, the addition of Bu4N

+Br� further
reduced ϕi of 39b from ϕi=0.22 to ϕi=0.12 consistent with a
heterolytic mechanism. This fine-tuning with Bu4N

+Br� is
specific to polymers with metallocenes, as seen in a control
experiment with 40, and increases the mechanoresponsive
sensitivity.[57]

The groups of Tang and Craig investigated the influence of
the central metal atom on the mechanophore in addition to the
previous results. ED-ROMP was used to create a polymer similar
to 39Fc (polymer with Fc) but with ruthenocene (Rc) 39Rc instead
of Fc.[58] In comparison, the mechanical strength of the Rc
mechanophore 39Rc (ϕi=0.43) was found to be significantly
higher than that of Fc 39Fc (ϕi=0.22). The CoGEF calculations
give a good understanding of the two-step dissociation process
and why Rc has a higher mechanical strength of 39Rc (ϕi=0.43)
in comparison to Fc 39Fc (ϕi=0.22) (Figure 17).[58]

In contrast to prior studies, the exchange of ruthenium to
cobalt led to a destabilization of the control mechanophore
attributed to the functional groups of the Cp-ligand and the
positively charged Co centre. The electron withdrawing effect
of the previous used ester linkages reduced the electron density
of the Cp-ligand and led to a decrease in the Co� Cp interaction.
In a sonication experiment for this control mechanophore
decomposition was observed by 1H NMR and 19F NMR.

Craig and co-workers utilized electron-donating groups
(EDG) for future experiments based on polyoctene chains,

Figure 16. Representative synthetic scheme for Fc-containing polymers used
in the study of Craig, Tang and co-workers, exemplarily showing gDCC.[57]

Figure 17. CoGEF-computed potential (top) and force (bottom) as a function
of the stretching distance for Fc (orange dots) and Rc (turquoise dots).[58]

Reproduced from Ref. [58] with permission. Copyright 2021, Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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synthesized by a sequence of RCM and ROMP reactions. An
additional advantage of these polymers is the absence of
further functional groups, lowering the chance of secondary
bond scission. Sonication experiments showed that a decrease
of roughly 30% of Mn could be achieved after 2 h for the
embedded cobaltocene (Cc) mechanophore. 1H NMR confirmed
that, similar to previous metallocenes, a decrease of Cp-ligands
occurred and terminal Cp was formed. 19F NMR verified that
bond scission occurred preferably at the Rc moiety due to a
decrease of PF6

� .
As proven previously, the cleavage of a metallocene follows

a heterolytic dissociation, suggesting that Cc would follow the
same mechanism and that the cobalt ion would maintain its
oxidation state of +3 after sonication. The addition of 1,10-
phenanthroline trapped released metal ions by forming a
charge transfer complex, which could be detected by UV/Vis. As
anticipated, after sonication, an absorption peak at 325 nm
could be observed for [Co(phenanthroline)3]

3+, again confirming
a heterolytic mechanism. Since Cc differs structurally with its
counterion from the previously discussed neutral metallocene,
an additional examination of the CoGEF method gave further
insight into the moment of bond cleavage during sonication.
While the Cp rings were getting “peeled off” from the sandwich
structure, they simultaneously allowed an attractive interaction
between the Co cation and PF6

� anion. In comparison to Fc, this
interaction facilitated bond cleavage and made it a more
sensitive mechanophore.[59] The influence of different aspects
during bond scission was discussed and a difference between a
slipping and peeling mechanism was observed. For a slipping
mechanism to occur, Cp ligand rotation is crucial. Craig and co-
workers reasoned that ansa-bridging (adding a linking group
between the two Cp rings to form an interannular bridge) of
the Cp ligands could force the Fc slipping mechanism into a
peeling pathway, increasing its mechanochemical reactivity
(Figure 18).

Single-molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) revealed that
cis-423 would dissociate 107× faster than unbridged Fc. During
this process, the dihedral angle increased over time, “ripping”
off the Cp ligand from the mechanophore. This mechanism
could only be observed for the cis-mechanophores (Figure 19).
The ferrocene without an ansa-bridge and the trans-423

showed an increase in the dihedral angle between the attached
polymer chains. For trans-423, this behaviour resembled the
earlier discussed slippage mechanism of Fc with a combination
of the “peeling” process.

These mechanistic differences can be used for bulk
materials to tune their individual force-responsive behaviour.
Therefore, Fc and cis-423 were respectively integrated into
elastomers. As before, phenanthroline was added to trap
emerging Fe2+ metal ions to form a red complex for UV/Vis
spectroscopy. A drop test for both mechanophores showed
that a higher release of Fe2+ for cis-423 (1% activated) was
achieved, resulting in a deeper red colour (λmax�520 nm) in
contrast to the Fc incorporated polymer (0.4% activated). This
behaviour was attributed to the previous described ansa-
bridging and mechanistic changes.[60]

4.3. Supramolecular cage-based systems

The group of Schmidt in cooperation with the group of Göstl
reported the activation of a cargo-carrying supramolecular exo-
functionalized Pd cage.[61] The octahedral cage-like assembly,[62]

bears polymer chains on each vertex and is comprised of 4
triangular panels, 6 Pd atoms, and 6 bpy units, leading to the
formation of a star-shaped poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether
(PEG) polymer, with the self-assembled cage in the centre
(Figure 20). The system is unique, as the star-shaped polymer is
constructed during the self-assembly of the bipyridine-based
PdII precursors with the organic triazine panels, employing the
same Pd� N bonds that later were used for force-induced

Figure 18. a) Force-induced bond scission of a metallocenes following a
peeling mechanism; b) conformational restrictions in ansa-type metallocenes
lead to a shearing mechanism.[60]

Figure 19. Three different ansa-bridged Fc-based mechanophores. Cis-423,
trans-423 and cis-425 (f. l. t. r.), with cis-425 having the lowest ring-strain.[60]

Cis-423 shows a dissociation rate constant increase of several orders of
magnitude due to the ansa-bridge.

Figure 20. The exo PEG-functionalized octahedral cage 43 has an Xn of 220
repetitive ethylene glycol units connected to each vertex, resulting in a total
Mn of 60 kDa. When activated by ultrasound in aqueous solution, the cage
fragmented, releasing the non-covalently bound, preloaded cargo from its
hydrophobic cavity.[61]
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scission. Hydrophobic guests, unmodified progesterone or two
molecules of ibuprofen, could be taken up per supramolecular
entity. Sonication experiments on the cargo-loaded cage 43
were carried out in H2O with an immersion probe sonicator
(20 kHz, 6 h, 1 s on and 1 s off cycles), leading to complete
cargo release in both cases. This system represents the first
example of a supramolecular coordination cage forming a star-
shaped, water-soluble polymer structure that responds to
ultrasonication-induced shear force in solution, allowing for
utilization of the hydrophobic nanocavity inside.[62]

5. Conclusion

The responsive release systems highlighted here are proof-of-
concept studies that may suffer from multi-step synthesis, low
mechanochemical sensitivity, and poor drug delivery efficiency.
Nevertheless, these nanomaterials show very promising poten-
tial to realize controllable release or activation of their cargo in
diverse applications in the future.

Boydston and co-workers as well as Craig and co-workers
have elegantly demonstrated this with the principle of flex
activation, yet such systems show low release efficiencies, suffer
from limited cargo scope, and were not shown to be usable in
solution. Specifically, the groups of Robb, Herrmann, and Göstl
developed solutions for the highly efficient release of a wide
cargo scope employing cascade release reactions. However, in
such systems, the actual release process is only indirectly
coupled to the force-dependent step and hence can vary
among cargo molecules. Virtually any hydrophobic pristine
cargo can be incorporated into the metal-organic cages
prepared by Schmidt, Göstl, and co-workers, although in the
future, the syntheses need to be facilitated and the mechano-
chemical reaction times optimized. In addition, all systems
mentioned above suffer from very low cargo loading fractions,
as expressed in the amount of cargo per polymer mass. This
issue can be attenuated by producing multimechanophore
architectures, such as performed for H+-release from gDCC by
Craig and co-workers. In particular, polyaptamers are interesting
in this regard since they can be prepared for virtually any
compound and, due to their very high molar mass, are highly
active under force. Yet, the comparably high costs associated
with polynucleic acid synthesis can hold back application of
such systems in bulk quantities.

In summary, we have highlighted functional macromolecu-
lar systems, in which the incorporation of mechanophores
enables application of external force to be used to control their
functionality, with our focus lying on cargo release systems. We
hope that this review of a thriving and vibrant topic with a
plethora of possibilities will encourage and enable further
multidisciplinary collaboration of engineers and scientists from
fields such as chemistry, biology, engineering, medicine, nano-
technology, and materials science.
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